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Let G be a Lie group with a fixed left invariant Haar measure and A be a right 
or left invariant, real, formally negative, elliptic differential operator of second order 
and without constant term. Then we call the “fundamental solution of the Cauchy 
problem” for the equation au/at = Au heat kernel. We prove that these heat kernels 
have most of the useful properties of their special case, the Gauss kernel 
(2 fi)-” exp( - 11X11*/4t). 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
The Gauss kernel 
P,(X) = (2 J;;;)Y ev( - llxl12/4t) 
(where t >O and XE R”) has many applications, mainly because one can 
keep control over its derivatives when x -+ cc or t -+ 0. Edward Nelson 
proposed in 1959 (see [Nell) to construct an analogous “heat kernel” p,(x) 
when R” is replaced by a general Lie group G. We can find in [Nell most 
of the basic ideas necessary to investigate this heat kernel but some of the 
proofs are “hard,” some others are rather sketchy there. Beyond inessential 
oversights there is an unpleasant gap in his proof of which the present 
author does not know a published correction (cf. 3.3 below). We shall 
overcome these difficulties by using further ideas found in [Hull and with 
the help of the strong results of S. D. Eidelman about parabolic equations. 
Recourse to Eidelman’s theorems in this area goes back to [GAr, Lan] 
(though Girding in his paper gave a much simpler proof for the special 
case he needed). 
The heat kernel arises from a “Laplacian” operator ,4 and constitutes a 
kind of fundamental solution of the associated heat equation au/at = Au. 
To retain virtually all the nice properties of the Gauss kernel it turns out 
to be sufficient if/i is a real, formally negative, elliptic differential operator 
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of second order without constant term and, most importantly, n is right or 
left invariant (where we fix a Zefr invariant Haar measure on G). Note we 
can easily construct Laplacian operators (cf. Remark 2.2). 
Some nice properties are satisfied for any invariant elliptic operator, see 
[Lan]. The additional properties are required in proving pt > 0 and 
s p, = 1, and, in turn, the numerous consequences of these facts rely on 
those properties. 
Beyond qualitative facts we shall prove relatively accurate estimates in 
2.13, 3.3, and 3.5, which may be used for calculations. 
Note that most of the literature deals with right invariant operators, 
while in [Gar] left invariant operators are used. 
As corollaries we obtain proofs of the theorems of E. Nelson and R. T. 
Moore about the denseness of analytic vectors (cf. [Nel, Gar, Moo]) and 
of the estimates on I18U(A)efa”“‘) /I (where U is a representation and A is 
in the enveloping algebra of G) analogous to those found in [BGJR]. 
One of the aims of this paper is to provide a sound basis for future 
applications of the heat kernels on general Lie groups. To this end, we 
present the material in a quite expository manner. We collect a number of 
more or less standard results we need in Section 1 below. Some basics of 
functional analysis, notably spectral theory and the Hille-Yosida theorem, 
will be used without any reference and so will the basics of Lie groups. 
1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Notations 
Throughout this paper G denotes a fixed real Lie group and G,, its 
connected component containing the unit element. We fix a left invariant 
Haar measure on G. The integrations on subsets of G and the LP(G)-spaces 
are meant with respect to this measure. Denote the modular function by d, 
i.e., jf(xy)d(y) dx = ff(x) dx. Then A: G H R, is an analytic homomor- 
phism and ff(x-‘)A(x-‘) dx = jf(x) dx. 
Let L,f(y) =f(x-‘y) and &f(y) =f( yx) for any function f on G. We 
shall denote by CT and C; the P-spaces of the left and right regular 
representations, respectively, i.e., f~ CpO if f E L2(G) and the mapping 
x + L, f is smooth from G to L2(G), and similarly for CT. Observe that 
x+Jd(x)RxL2(~, is a continuous unitary representation with the same 
P-space as the right regular representation. 
Let g be the Lie algebra of G. For ueg let u, and u, denote the 
corresponding right and left invariant vector fields, i.e., (u,(x), f) = 
(d/dt)(L,,,,,f(x))I,=, and (V,(x),f)=d/dt(Rexprvf(x))Ir=o. 
For any differentiable manifold M the notation C‘(M) will denote the k 
times continuously differentiable complex functions, while the subscripts in 
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Ci and Ct refer to the subspaces of functions vanishing at infinity and 
compactly supported, respectively. 
1.2. Distributions and Differential Operators 
If A4 is a differentiable manifold then let 9(M) be the space of smooth 
compactly supported densities on M endowed with the usual topology, i.e., 
9(M) is the set of compactly supported complex Bore1 measures which are 
(on charts) absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
and the Radon-Nikodym derivatives are smooth; and the topology is 
the inductive limit of those of the ~2~‘s K compact in M, where 
gK = {p E 9(M); supp p c K} and pn -+ p in & means that for any chart 
the corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivatives converge in the C”(R”)- 
topology. Note that if there exists a positive smooth measure p on M (this 
is the case, e.g., with any paracompact manifold) then p induces a bijection 
between 9(M) and C,“(M) by v + dv/dp. We shall use this identification 
on G and R x G induced by the Haar measures. 
Distributions are the continuous linear functionals on 9(M), where any 
function f which is locally integrable (on charts) is identified with the 
functional p + J f dp. This definition is essentially equivalent to the one 
described in Section 1.8 of [Hiir]. Smooth differential operators are 
extended to distributions by taking the second dual, i.e., (Du, p) := 
(u, D*,u), where f (pd(D*p) = s Dq dp for p E 9(M) and cp E C”(M). Then 
the algebraic structure of the set of smooth differential operators is 
preserved. 
The following version of Sobolev’s lemma will be important for us. Let 
K be a compact with non-empty interior in the manifold M and suppose 
that the smooth vector fields Xi, . . . . X,, are such that X,(x), ,,., X,,(x) form 
a basis for the tangent space T,(M) for each x E K. Suppose also that we 
have a smooth measure p such that the Radon-Nikodym derivatives are 
positive at the points corresponding to points of K through charts, For 
k = (k,, . . . . k,) write Ik( = s and Xk = X,, ...X,$. Fix a point x,Eint(K); 
then we have a constant C= C(x,, K, p, X,, . . . . X,) with the following 
property. If a distribution u is such that Xku~ L:,,(M) whenever Ikl < 
1 + n/2 then the restriction of u to a suitable neighborhood of K is actually 
a continuous function and 
This statement can be deduced from its well-known special case A4 = R”, 
Xi= a/axi, 1( = Lebesgue measure by observing that the corresponding 
changes of coordinates are performed by smooth functions (and 
consequently they are bounded on compacts). 
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1.3. “Smeared-out” Poisson Formula 
The following assertion is essentially taken from [Nell, where it is used 
without proof but the reader is referred to a paper of L. Girding. We 
include a proof here for the reader’s convenience. 
PROPOSITION. Let M be a manifold endowed with a positive smooth 
measure p, D be a differential operator on M, and denote by D+ the 
differential operator which “equals D* through p,” i.e., for which 
Let Z = {(x, y) E M x M; x # y } and assume that we have a smooth function 
K on Z which is a ‘fundamental kernel for D +,” i.e., for any v E 9(M) the 
integrals h(x) = f K(x, a) d v exist for all x, h is smooth and D +h = dvldp. 
Then any distribution u satisfying the equation Du =0 is a smooth 
function; and whenever y E M and tj E C:(M) are such that tj = 1 on a 
neighborhood of y then 
4~) = 1 4x)-D: CK(x, y)(l- $b))l44x), 
T  
where T can be any p-measurable set with compact closure whose interior 
contains supp $ (0: means that the differentiations are performed in the 
variable x). 
Proof Let v = cp . p E 9(M) such that $ = 1 on a neighborhood of 
supp v and 9 E C:(M) such that 9 = 1 on a neighborhood of supp $. Then 
writing 
we obtain a compactly supported smooth function on Mx M, and so 
f. (p x p) E ~(Mx M). Now test the distribution u x 1 with this measure, 
where u is a distribution with Du = 0 and 1 stands for the function which 
identically equals 1. Then we have 
s (u,f(.,~)-~)44y)= fb y)My) 'P I> (1.1) 
(the interchangeability used here follows from the denseness of CT(M) @ 
C,“(M) in C,“(M x M); the proof of the latter fact is easily reduced to the 
case when M= R” and then it follows from the denseness of the set of 
polynomials in Cm(RZn), cf. [Yos, Theorem 1.14.11. We note that the proof 
last mentioned is just an application of the Gauss kernel.) 
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Denote by U the interior of the set where Ic/ = 1 and for y E U set 
Then clearly g(y)cp( y) = (u, f( ., JJ) . p). The latter is smooth for any q 
with supp cp c U (this can be deduced from the fact that f~ C:(M x M) for 
any v), hence g E Cco( U). We can see that the left-hand side of (1.1) is 
(g, v). The integral in the right-hand side can be written in the form 
WP: 1 w, .)(I -$4x)) dv 
(we can use here the simplest method of differentiating under the integral 
sign). Now writing h(x) = 1 K(x, .) dv we see from (1.1) that 
Now D +h = cp by the assumption, 9~ = cp and SD+(IC/h) = D+(ll/h) because 
of the relations between the supports, and D+p . p = D*(p . ,u) for any 
p E C:(M), so the right-hand side above reduces to (u, v), for Du = 0. 
This is true for any v with supp v c U, i.e., u ( U = g. Now this is true for any 
+, hence u E C”(M). Therefore the definition of g can be given as an 
integral. Thus we have a formula of the form u(y) = jM 96 d,u instead of the 
desired u(y) = ST b dp, but we know that b is smooth on M. It follows from 
the assumptions on T that we can find an increasing sequence F,, of com- 
pacts and a decreasing sequence G, of open sets such that supp @ c int(F, ), 
the closure of G1 is compact, F, c Tc G, and p(G,\F,,) < l/n. Then b is 
bounded on G, and choosing 9, separating F,, from the complement of G, 
as usual we obtain 
(9,-l.)bdp +P I& 
I 
so the proof is complete. 
1.4. Elliptic and Parabolic Equations 
We use the term “elliptic operator” in accordance with [Hiir]; i.e., we 
require that its characteristic form does not vanish non-trivially (cf. the 
Example on p. 177 of [H&l). It is not hard to see that this has sense on 
manifolds, too. It is clear that if the operator is real (which means Ff = Df 
for any f E C”(M)) then its ellipticity implies that a scalar multiple of the 
operator is “strongly elliptic,” i.e., that the real part of the characteristic 
form of that operator does not vanish non-trivially. Now if the manifold is 
more than one-dimensional then this can only hold for operators of even 
order and the sign of the real part of the characteristic form will be 
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constant on the connected components of M. Since we shall be concerned 
with operators of second order, the above will also hold in the one-dime- 
sional case. 
The term “parabolic operator” is used in the literature somewhat loosely 
to mean a differential operator which is locally uniformly semi-elliptic in a 
certain fashion. In this paper we use a much more restricted notation as 
follows. Let JC R be an open interval and D be a strongly elliptic operator 
on the manifold A4 such that the real part of its characteristic form is 
negative (we use the same convention about the imaginary unit in the 
characteristic form as it is done in [Her], so the Laplacian operator on R” 
satisfies the above). Then we call the operator a/&-D, on Jx M 
“parabolic,” while the operator -a/at - D, will be called adjoint parabolic. 
There are extraordinarily strong results about elliptic and parabolic 
equations. We list here what we shall need. 
Let D be an elliptic operator of order m on the manifold M. Then DUE 
H;;t( M) implies u E H;G mS2 (M). (This is a special case of Theorem 7.4.1 of 
[Her]; observe that since we use the exponent 2, the Sobolev space in the 
classical sense coincides with the corresponding space of Hiirmander.) 
Let M be an analytic manifold, and D be a strongly elliptic operator on 
it, whose coefficients in analytic charts are analytic. Also suppose that the 
order of D is even (this follows ,from the other assumption tf M is not a 
curve). Then any distribution u E 9’( J x M) satisfying the equation 
is a smooth function which is analytic in the “space variable” x and, 
moreover, the local extension on charts into small enough open subsets of C” 
yields smooth functions in the corresponding 2n + 1 real variables. This 
statement essentially follows by the methods of [Her], though not 
discussed there. It also follows from Eidelman’s theorems (cf. below), using 
our assertion described in Subsection 1.3. 
Let D be as above and assume further that the operator A = a/at-D, is 
parabolic, i.e., the real part of the characteristic form of D is negative. Let 
(to, x0) E J x M, u be a Bore1 measure on Jx M whose restriction to a 
suitable chart cp around (to, x,,) is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure, and, moreover, the corresponding Radon-Nikodym 
derivative be continuous and positive at (0,O) = q(to, x,-,). Denote by 6 the 
corresponding Dirac’s delta, i.e., the distribution whose support is {(to, x,,)) 
and for which (6, v) = (dv/d,u)(t,, x0) whenever v E 9(M,) with some small 
enough neighbourhood MI of (to, x0). 
Assume that u is a distribution satisfying the equation Au = 6. Then there 
is a neighborhood J, x B of (0,O) in R" + ' and a locally integrable function 
v on it which differs from u only by a regular solution (i.e., A‘+‘(@ - v) = 0 
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with a suitable chart cp) and has the following properties. We have an open 
ball N c C” around 0 such that B = N n R” and we have an extension 
5: J, x NH C of v such that fi(t, .) is holomorphic for all t, ii is smooth (in 
the real sense) on {t E J,,, . t > 0) x N, satisfies Fij = 0 there, and 
Ifi(t, x + iy)l 
<c, .t-“lk .exp((-C2 Il~jl~‘(~-l)+C~ Ilyllk’(k~‘))t~‘l(k--l)) for t>O 
(1.2) 
and 
v(t, .)=O for t GO, 
where x, y are real vectors, k is the order of D, and C, , C,, C3 are positive 
constants. The suitable analytic chart cp above can be prescribed with the 
constraints that it should be of the form cp(t, x) = (t - t,, $(x)) with 
w-0) = 0. 
Note that the facts that fi satisfies the extended equation for t #O and it 
is analytic in space make it possible to estimate any derivative of i7 by (1.2). 
In particular, we can see that v” is smooth on the set 
J,x 
Since this theorem is of local nature, one can forget about manifolds in 
proving it and assume that A4 is a neighborhood of 0 in R”. Then the 
statement would almost coincide with a theorem of S. D. Eidelman 
(Theorem 8’.1 of Chap. 1 in [Eid] ). We mention that the otherwise very 
powerful Fourier transformation technique of L. Hormander smears out 
the rather delicate estimates of this theorem, and therefore we must apply 
more classical methods. Now certain misprints and mild oversights hinder 
those who study [Eid]. Thus it seems necessary to correct them here. We 
shall use Eidelman’s notations to facilitate comparison. 
The proof is based on two facts: first, that the numbers 
B(x, y)=lO’ (1 -s)~-~s~-- ds 
decrease rapidly enough for a certain sequence of y’s (see Section I/3.2 in 
[Eid]) and, second, that certain special estimates go through “kernel- 
multiplication.” Formulate the latter as a lemma: 
LEMMA. Let n, r be fixed positive numbers, x0 E R, R be a rhombus with 
vertices x0 - r, x,, + inr, x0 + r, x0 - inr in C, E, = int(R), and H = R u E, . 
Assume that fi , f2 are continuous matrix-valued functions on H x H, they are 
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holomorphic in both variables (on E, for any fixed value of the other variable 
from H) and satisfy the estimates 
I&(X + iv, t + iw)l < Mj exp $j, (1.3) 
where 
*jcli= -@ Ix-Q” ty’/U-1) if 
v-w 
J 
I I 
- <q 
X-5 
and 
*ji= -c(i) Ix-<14 tTllW- 
J 
l)+cy) )v-wIYtJ~l/(2b--1) if 
with positive constants M, c, t (ten constants). Here 2b is an even positive 
integer (the order of the system) and q = 2b/(2b - 1). Then 
fh i)=j+mf;(z, y**)f,(y**> Cl&** 
-cc 
is continuous and holomorphic in the same way and satisfies a formula of 
the same type with t3 = t, + t,, cf’ = (1 - E) min(cy), ca)), cC3) = (1 -E) . 
min(cr), c (l), cr’, c(‘)), c(,3) = max(ci’), c;~‘), and M3 = AM,M,(t, t,/t3)1’2b, 
where E E (0, 1) is arbitrary and A depends on the c’s and on E. Furthermore, 
zf cb’) > cc’ and c(l) > c(‘) then f3 satisfies (1.3) also with t, = t, + t,, CL” = 
(2) 
co 3 cC3) = min(cf’, cc2)), ~(1~) = max(ci’), cp’), and M, = A*M,M, t:12’, 
where A* depends on the c’s. 
Proof Because of the holomorphic property, the path of integration 
can be changed in El. Now if the segment [z, {] is not “steeper” than r] 
then it is possible to choose a path such that it “goes ahead” in the real 
part and [z, y**], [y**, 11 are not steep for all y** in it. The same is 
almost true for steep [z, [I; i.e., [z, y**], [y**, [] are not steep except for 
Y ** E BC, a horizontal segment, and on this segment 
Im y** = 
t,Imz+t,Imi 
t1+ t2 
(see [Eid, Sect. I/9] for the illustration of these paths). Naturally, we use 
the second estimate of (1.3) on BC and the first one otherwise. On BC we 
have 
Jv-y*I~+ly*-w14 IO---wIY zz- tll(2b--1) 
1 
t ;/(2b - 1) t:‘(2b- l)’ 
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where v, y*, w  are the imaginary parts of z, y**, [, respectively. So we get 
where x, y, { are the real parts of z, y**, [, respectively, and 
Ix-YIY 
hj(4 Y) = -“:I) pq 
J 
with c$’ = c(j) or c $j’ depending on whether y* * E BC or not. Here K comes 
from the fact that parts of the path are not horizontal (so we can choose 
K = dm; see the figures in [Eid] ); and the factor involving v and w  is 
omitted if [z, c] is not steeper than ‘I. Now if cr) > cf’ and c(‘) > c(*) then, 
using the inequality 
we get the last estimates of our lemma immediately (cf. the proofs of 
Lemma 5.1 in Sect. I/1.2 and Theorem 2.1 in Sect. I/3.2 of [Eid]). The 
former estimates follow from Eidelman’s Lemma 5.1. 
It remains to prove the continuity and holomorphic property off3. The 
estimates of (1.3) imply thatf,(z, y**)f*(y**, c) is integrable if considered 
on (z, y**)gTxR or on (y**,[)~Rxr, where ris any closed curve in 
E, . This implies the holomorphic property. The continuity follows from the 
facts that f,(z, y**)f,(y**, [) is continuous and its integrability in the 
variable y** is locally uniform in the other two variables. 
Remarks. If c(j) and cg) are such that the two estimates of (1.3) are 
“touching,” i.e., they are the same for I(v- w)/(x- <)I =q then the 
argument above yields cC3) = (1 - E) min(c (l) c@)) for the former estimates. , 
Therefore Eidelman’s formula (12) in the proof of his Theorem 8.1 is valid 
even though he overlooked that the inequality he used in proving it holds 
only for y** E BC. Note that he denoted by p two different things, namely 
the quantity 
p’ i Ixs-Q4 (t-q’l(*b--l) 
s=l 
(defined by him in formula (2) of Sect. I/3.1) and the half-diagonal of R 
which we denoted by r here. Eidelman’s “abuse of notation,” or rather 
misprint, probably caused confusion to some. 
Our lemma takes a slightly simpler form, if we assume that cCJ) = c$) for 
j= 1,2 (then we get it for j= 3, too); and that c!“= ci” (then cy’ is the 
same). Indeed, we shall apply our lemma in such cases. 
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The other overlooking of Eidelman’s was that he took E, x E, instead of 
H x H for domain, which is absurd, since then the integral could not have 
been defined. 
If b = 1, i.e., if the system is of second order, then one can directly 
integrate instead of using Lemma 5.1 and we do not have any E and we do 
not need the last estimates of our lemma either. This fact is emphasized in 
[ Eid], too. 
Now assume that we have a (uniformly) parabolic system (in the sense 
of Petrovskiy) with coefficients satisfying the conditions of Eidelman’s 
Theorem 8.1 (for the moment assume the domain is [0, T] x 
(R” u (U x R”- ‘)) instead of [0, T] x (U x R”- ‘), where U is the disc with 
radius r and center xy ; we shall see later how to reduce the stronger 
statement to this). Then the corresponding Green function G,(t, r, x, y) of 
the auxiliary parametric problem is entire in x, holomorphic in y, for 
y, E U and satisfies certain estimates. This enables us to check the 
properties of G,(t, r’, x - 5, 5) and 
stated in [Eid] (here P(t, x; D) is the right-hand side of the system). 
Consider the recursion 
Carry out the integrations in the indicated order, i.e., first, with respect to 
y and, second, with respect to fl. For small m (namely until m > (n + 2b)/a) 
use the first variant of estimates from our lemma, while for large m use the 
last variant. If b = 1 then we can also use the “first variant without E” for 
any m. Observe that in this way c0 remains the same for large m, while c1 
is constant for all m. Then use the information about the decrease of 
B(cc/2b, 1 + sa/2b) exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (in Sect. I/3.2 of 
[Eid]) to obtain the summability of K,,, and the estimates for the 
fundamental solution Z(t, T, x, r). 
Finally we Jocalize” the problem. Observe that if B is a closed ball in 
R” then we can very easily find a Lipschitz function f: R” H B such that f 
is identical on B. Therefore a small restriction of a locally defined parabolic 
system is always the restriction of a globally defined one with uniform 
continuity in t and the Holderian properties of the local system are 
preserved. Furthermore, using the fact that the “Petrovskiy-number” 
max{Re A(a); A eigen-value, 101 = 1) 
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(see the Introduction of [Eid] for the more detailed definition) depends 
continuously on the matrix, we can “mollify” the above global extension so 
as to make it as smooth as the local system was. Of course, even if the local 
system is analytic in all variables, it is possible that there are no analytic 
globalizations. 
Now we have to pass from Eidelman’s Theorem 8’.1 to our statement. It 
is not too hard to check that u(t, X) = Z(t, 0, x, 0) satisfies AVz4 = 6, where 
6 is the ordinary Dirac’s delta on R”+ ’ (here u(t, .) = 0 for t d 0). It also 
follows (in the same way as for real z) that the holomorphic extension 
P(t, z; D)u(t, z) is continuous for t > 0. Then the equation 
s 12 P(t,x;D)u(t,~)dt=u(t~,x)-u(tl,x) fl 
(which we know to hold for real x and 0 < t, < t2) extends to complex x’s 
by an application of the unicity theorem of holomorphic functions. Then 
using the continuity once more we see that (lJ/dt)u(t, z) = P(t, z; D)u(t, z) 
for t > 0 (in the classical sense). Hence, if the coefficient functions are 
smooth then the smoothness of u for t > 0 follows from the continuity (in 
all variables) of the partial derivatives of u with respect to z. The latter fact 
can be shown as is done for real z in Section I/3.5 of [Eid]. 
1.5. On the Various P-spaces 
First we mention the well-known facts C:(G), Cy n CT, C,“(G) is 
dense in LP(G) for 1 <p < 00 and in C,(G) (the latter is endowed with the 
maximum norm). It is a basic observation in representation theory that 
CT = {j-e L’(G); DUE L2( G) 
for any right invariant differential operator D} 
while CF is the corresponding set for left invariant operators. Hence 
C,m u Cra c Cm(G) by Sobolev’s lemma. Moreover, if we apply the version 
described in Subsection 1.2 to u E Crm then we obtain CF c C,(G). This 
fact will be important in the sequel. We mention that Cy d C,(G) in 
general (the simplest counterexample is the unique two-dimensional non- 
commutative simply connected Lie group). 
Applying elliptic regularity (cf. 1.4) N. S. Poulsen showed a theorem (see 
[ Pou]) which implies 
where A is an arbitrary elliptic right invariant operator, and the corre- 
sponding statement for Crw. 
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1.6. Convolution and Regularization 
If f and g are measurable functions on G then one can consider the 
function 
f* g(x) :=jfbMdd?i 
This convolution has the following well-known properties. If one off and 
g is locally integrable and the other one belongs to C,(G) then f * g is 
everywhere defined and continuous, and if the one from C,(G) is smooth 
then f* g is smooth; moreover, the left (right) invariant differential 
operators are interchangeable with the convolution by a locally integrable 
function from the left (right) on C,“(G); whenever p, q, r E [ 1, + co] are 
such that l/r = l/p + l/q- 1 (use the convention l/+ co = 0) then if 
f E LP(G) and g, h E LY(G) with h(x) =g(x-i) then f * g E L’(G) and 
Ilf*sll,G Ilfll,~~Il~ll,~““~~Il~ll,~‘-““, (1.4) 
where we omit the third factor if p = 1 (and so q = r) and then it is not 
necessary to know anything about h. If, on the other hand, q < r = + cc 
then the second factor can be omitted and the assumption gE Lq(G) be 
dropped. This group version of the Hausdorff-Young inequality can be 
proved analogously as the classical version for R”. Carefully analyzing that 
proof, one can describe the cases when we have actually equality in (1.4) 
(we mention that these are very restricted if 1 <p, q, r < + co and rather 
wide if p = q = 1). We shall be interested (in Subsections 3.9 and 3.10 
below) in the cases when one of p and q equals 1 and the corresponding 
function is positive on Go and vanishes outside of it. Denote this function 
by u and the other one by cp, i.e., either p = 1, f= U, and g = cp or q = 1, 
f= cp, and g= U. Denote the convolution by tj. Then we know the 
following: 
Zf 1 < r < + co and equality holds in (1.4) with this special u then cp is 
constant on the connected components of G. 
In the case r = + GO assume that cp E C,(G) and maxG, I$[ = C .maxG, 1~1 
for a certain connected component G, with C = f  u(x) dx or C = j u(x-‘) dx 
iff = u or g = u, respectively. Then cp is constant on G, . 
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Finally, in the worst case when r = 1 the assumption $ = Cq (with 
C= j u(x) dx for both cases now) implies that cp is constant on the 
components of G. 
The Hausdorff-Young inequality and the denseness of C,“(G) in various 
spaces form the base of the “regularization at 6,” i.e., if (Pi E C,“(G), 
cp,(x-‘) = q,(x), cp,>O, f (P,,= 1, and supp (P,, + 1 (the last condition 
means that any neighborhood of the unit element 1 of G contains these 
supports for large enough n’s) then (P,, *f, f * (P,, -f in the space where f 
was (LP(G) with finite p or C,(G)), and these are smooth functions. 
This regularization can even be considered on the whole 9’(G) by 
defining 
(u * cp)(x)= (u,, cpW’X).P), (cp * u)(x)= (Q cp(xY-‘)4Y-‘)~P). 
Of course, if u is actually a locally integrable function then this convolution 
coincides with the other one. We mention that the convolution of more 
general pairs of distributions can also be defined but, unfortunately, can 
not reasonably be defined for any pair. Any reasonable convolution has the 
property that any left (right) invariant differential operator commutes with 
convolution from the left (right). In particular, this is true for the convolu- 
tions discussed here (we mean that consider the function-version if we have 
two locally integrable functions such that either the assumptions of the 
Hausdorff-Young inequality are satisfied or one of them is compactly 
supported). 
Now fix a compactly supported smooth cp such that cp(x-‘)=cp(x), 
~~20, Jqn=l, and suppcpcG,, the unit component of G. Choose a 
sequence K, of compact sets such that K, c int(K,,+ r) and U,, K,, = G,. 
Then the sequence Ic/, = 1, * cp (or the sequence Ic/, = cp * 1,J provides a 
“regularization at co”; i.e., $,, E C:(G), 0 d $,, d 1, @, = 1 eventually on 
any compact subset of G, and supn j[Dtj,l1 o. is finite for any left invariant 
or for any right invariant differential operator D, respectively. 
1.7. Miscellany 
(a) Let X, Y be c-compact locally compact Hausdorff spaces and Y be 
metrizable. Assume that p and v are Baire measures on X and Y, 
respectively, and @: XH L2( Y, v) is a locally bounded, weakly measurable 
function. Then there exists a Baire measurable, locally ,D x v-integrable 
function m such that m(x, .) = D(x) for p-a.e. x. This is a standard result 
in measure theory, the main tools of the proof are Fubini’s theorem and 
the Radon-Nikodym theorem. 
(b) A locally compact group is compact if and only if the Haar 
measure of it is finite. The non-trivial direction is proved by observing that 
the finiteness of the left Haar measure implies that the left uniform 
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structure is totally bounded, while that structure is complete for any locally 
compact group. The same reasoning works if we replace “left” by “right” 
everywhere. 
(c) Fix a scalar product on the Lie algebra of G. It induces a left and 
a right invariant Riemannian structure on the group. If x E G, then denote 
by 1x1 and 1x1, the distance of x from 1 in these left and right invariant 
Riemannian structures, respectively. The following results are proven in 
[Girl. The balls {x E G,; 1x1 < r } are compact; there is a constant K such 
that jcO e-KtXl dx is finite; for any locally bounded submultiplicative 
function u on Go one can find a constant c such that lu(x)j < e’(’ + Ix’) (in 
particular, this is true for the modular function A); expressing the left 
invariant differential operators as combinations of the right invariant ones 
(or vice versa), the coefficients can be estimated by ec(‘+IXl) (on G, and 
with different c’s). In the last statement the “vice versa” is not asserted in 
[Gar] but can be proved by the very same reasoning (Lemma 3.1 on p. 77 
of [Girl). We remark that there is a misprint in the cited place; instead 
of X, S,, we must replace S, X, S,- I. 
The arguments of [G&-l can, of course, be applied by interchanging left 
and right and we obtain the above results for 1x1, with the exception that 
we get the integrability of eeKIXlr with respect to the right Haar measure; 
but A being submultiplicative, with a different K we obtain integrability 
with respect to the left Haar measure, too. 
(d) Let X,, ..,, X,,, be analytic vector fields on an open set 52 c R”. Then 
for any compact Kc Sz there is a constant C such that 
for any w  E K, smooth function f, and for any k = 1,2, . . . . i E mk. This can be 
proved by the method of positive coefficients. 
2. WAY TO THE CRUCIAL ESTIMATE OF THE HEAT KERNEL 
2.1. MAIN DEFINITION. We shall call a differential operator A on G 
Laplacian if it has the following properties: 
(a) it is elliptic (in the sense of 1.4) and of second order 
(b) it has no constant term (i.e., Af= 0 if f is constant) 
(c) it is real (i.e., Jjj= A$) 
(d) it is formally negative, i.e., 1 Af.f< 0 for any f~ C,“(G) 
(e) it is left or right invariant. 
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We shall encounter some significant differences between the left and the 
right invariant case. For brevity we shall use the expressions “Case L” and 
“Case R.” In fact, Case L means that the invariance of /1 is the same as that 
of the Haar measure, while Case R means the opposite. Therefore Case L 
and Case R differ only if G is not unimodular. 
From now on we fix a Laplacian operator A and we shall refer to the 
parabolic equation 
(a/at)u(t, x) = Au(t, x) (tcR,x~G) 
as the heat equation. The fact that we have a parabolic equation in the 
sense of 1.4 here (i.e., that the real part of the characteristic form of ,4 is 
negative) follows from conditions (a), (c), and (d), for if the characteristic 
form were positive at some point then by substituting a suitablef into (d) 
we would have a contradiction. 
2.2. Remark. Let aI, . . . . ak be a finite set in the Lie algebra g of G, 
linearly spanning g. Use the notation D+ for the differential operator 
defined by s D+cp Ic/ = j cp. D$. Then it is easy to check that v,’ = -v,, 
+- VI - - vI - v(d ) for any v E g, and the operators 
A = - i: +7,,,, 
k k 
B = - 2 a,t,ai,, = 1 a:, 
i= 1 i= I i= I 
are Laplacian operators. If G = R” and a,, . . . . a, is an orthonormal basis 
then these examples reduce to the traditional Laplacian operator. 
2.3. Notations. Since A is a weak* continuous operator in 9(G) (being 
the dual of some operator in 9(G)) and that topology is weaker than the 
Lp- and C,-topologies, we obtain closed operators in LP(G) (1 <p < co) 
and C,(G) by setting 
Ap := A n (LP(G) x LP(G)), A, := A n (C,(G) x C,,(G)). 
We also use the notation L := A 1 CPCGj. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. L= L* = A, over the Hilbert space L*(G), and hence 
L* is a negative self-adjoint operator. 
Proof The assertion L* = A2 is a consequence of the assumptions that 
ii is real and formally negative. Then in Case R, L= L* follows at once 
from Theorems 1.1 and 2.2 of [N-St] (eventually from the elliptic 
regularity theorem). The same applies in Case L if we observe that 
L c dU(A) for the unitary representation U(x) = Jdo R, ILzccj with a 
certain element A of the enveloping algebra of G (we use the terminology 
of [N-St]) such that A, regarded as a right invariant operator, is elliptic, 
too. 
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Remarks. We mention that stronger results than those of [N-St] are 
proved in [Lan] using “more delicate elliptic regularity,” and so it is not 
necessary to be careful and look for unitary representations. 
There is another proof for operators of the form - xi XT Xi which works 
even if the Xi’s do not span the Lie algebra, see [Gar, p. 811. 
2.5. LEMMA. Zfl>O then (n-L*)-’ maps CpO(G) into C,“(G). 
Proof Write 5’ = (A - L*) --I (this is a bounded linear operator in 
L2(G) by Proposition 2.4) and let f E CT(G) be arbitrary. We shall show 
that g = 5”~ Crm and we saw in 1.5 that C; c C;(G). 
In Case L we obtain ge Cr by Poulsen’s theorem (cf. 1.5) because 
S(Anf) = S(L*)“f= (L*)“Sf= A”g for all n. 
In Case R we show that Dg= SDf for any left invariant differential 
operator D (that implies g E CF). The difficulty lies with the fact that A - A 
is not injective and thus the easy observation DA = AD is not enough. If 
we can prove our statement in the case when D is a vector field then the 
general case follows by induction on the order of D. So let D = uI with 
some u E g. Extending the translation operators R, to distributions by 
taking second duals we see that they remain the same for locally integrable 
functions. Now if UE L2(G) then R,UE L2(G) for any x, in particular, for 
x=y-1 with a fixed y. Therefore the invariance of A implies R,.4, = .42 R, 
and in turn R,S= SR, for any x. Then use the boundedness of S to obtain 
SDS = lim, + dRexptv g -g)/t (limit in L*(G)). Hence we have j cp. SDf = 
1 D + cp . g which amounts to Dg = SDf: 
Remarks. The above ideas are suitable to prove that SDf = DSf if 
f E C,“(G), D is a left or right invariant differential operator, and S is a 
resolvent in Lp(G) or C,(G) for an oppositely invariant differential 
operator. 
Case R can also be treated by showing first that (A - A)( C:(G)) is dense 
in L*(G) (see [Hull). This elegant method works only in this case, though 
we shall prove later (in Subsection 3.7) that the analogous statement holds 
more generally and also in Case L. 
2.6. The Construction of the Heat Semigroup on C,(G). It follows from 
the simplest form of the maximum principle that if f E C;(G) is real and 
(A - A) f > 0 with a positive number I then f 2 0 (for an exposition of the 
maximum principles see, e.g., [B-J-Sch] ). If g E C:(G) is arbitrary then take 
a point x where 1 g(x)1 = 11 gll o. and write a = 1 g(x)l/g(x). Then the function 
Re ag has a maximum at x, therefore 0 > A(Re ag)(x) = Re(cc . Ag(x)), and 
hence 
2. (IgIl QI < 2.a .g(x) - Re(a .Ag(x)) = Re(a . (A - A)g(x)) 
d I(~-n)g(x)l G ll(~-~)gll,. 
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Comparing these observations with Lemma 2.5 we see that the operator 
A=(LL*)-‘IC,m(G) is a bounded operator in C,,(G) with [IA 11 < ,? - ’ and 
Af> 0 for f > 0. Let R,(1) be the closure of iZA in C,(G), then this is an 
everywhere defined linear operator which is a positive contraction, i.e., 
and 
II&(~)ll G 1 (2.1) 
&(l).D 0 for f>O. (2.2) 
For f~ C:(G) we have (1 - nP’&)R,(l)f=f, and this property extends 
to any fE C,(G) because & is closed. On the other hand, I - n is injective 
on C:(G) as we have proved. By elliptic regularity (cf. 1.4) Ker(l- /i) 
consists of smooth (in fact, analytic) functions. Thus 1- A,, is injective, and 
therefore 
R,(i)=(l -~-‘&)-1 for any A> 0. (2.3) 
Applying the Hille-Yosida theorem we infer from (2.1)-(2.3) that A, is the 
generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup P,,(t) on C,,(G) 
which satisfies 
P,(t)0 0 for f> 0. (2.4) 
We call this semigroup P, the “heat semigroup” on C,,(G). 
In Case R, A, is right invariant and hence so are all the R,(A) and, in 
turn, P,,(t); in Case L all of them are left invariant. Writing pi(f) = 
R,(1)S(l) and z,(f) = P,(t)f(l) we can see that these are positive 
measures with p,(G) < 1, n,(G) ,< 1 and we have 
or 
or 
Case L 
Pi.(L,- IfI> 
%(L-If). 
(2.5) 
2.1. The “L2 Method” 
Let E denote the spectral measure of A2 = L*. Since L* is a negative 
operator, it generates a holomorphic semigroup P2(z) : P2(z) = 1 ezX dE(x) 
for Rez>O. 
For k > 0 the function Jxkezxl is bounded on (- co, 01, its maximum 
equals (k/e Re z)~, which implies 
k 
(2.6) 
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for k = 1, 2, . . . . We infer by Poulsen’s theorem (see 1.5) that B(P,(z)) c C;C 
in Case R and B?(P,(z)) c CF in Case L; hence in both cases &?(P,(z)) c 
Cm(G) for Re z > 0. 
Let QJ= lGO .f for f~ L’(G) (recall that G,, denotes the unit component 
of G). Then A,Q I QA,, for ,4 is a differential operator. On the other 
hand, A, is left or right invariant. Therefore the projection valued measure 
E commutes with Q and L, in Case L, with Q and R, in Case R. 
Let X= L'(G,) and Y= C(G,), the latter is endowed with the topology 
of uniform convergence on compacts. Then Y is a Frbchet space. Let 
A = P,(z)l, (where Re z>O), then &‘(A)c Y because QP,(z) =P*(z)Q 
and %!(P2(z)) c C”(G). Since there is a Hausdorff topology on Y which is 
weaker than its own and weaker than the L2-topology (e.g., the weak* 
topology of distributions), we see that A is closed in Xx Y. Hence by the 
closed graph theorem we infer that A is continuous. Therefore f -+ Af (x) is 
a continuous functional on X and we get a weakly continuous, locally 
bounded function Qp,: Go H X by setting 
(f, @Ax) > = PZ(Z)f (xl for fgL'(G,), XEG~. (2.7) 
Go is a-compact and metrizable; therefore we have a locally integrable 
function m, on G, x G,, such that m,(x, .) = Q=(x) for almost every x E Go 
(see 1.7(a)). Since A is real, we can see from spectral theory that 
P2(Z) =P2(z), where we use the notation Sf= S’ for any operator S. On 
the other hand, P2(Z) = P,(z)*. These facts and the interchangeability of E 
with Q and L, (or R,) imply the following: 
For each z satisfying Re z > 0 we have a locally integrable function m,: 
G, x G, H C such that 
mzb, .) E L2(Go) for almost every x; (2.8) 
fixing f E L*(G) and x E G, we have for almost every y E Go that 
in Case L P,(z)f(w)=f f(xw)m,(x w)dw Gl 
(2.9) 
in Case R PAz)f(.w)=j f(wx)mh, w)dw GO 
and, utilizing the local integrability of m,, we obtain 
m,(w, Y) = m,(Y, w) = m,(y, w) (2.10) 
for almost every (y, w) E Go x G,. From (2.9) we infer that for almost every 
(x, y, w) E G, x G, x G, we have 
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in Case L %b.Y, w) = m&Y, x-‘WI, 
in Case R m,(yx, w)=m,(y, wx-‘).d(x-1) 
(2.11) 
(in fact, this is true for almost every y, w  if x is fixed). Choose a w0 for 
which (2.11) holds for almost every x, y and set 
in Case L P,(W) = %(wJW~ WCJ 
in Case R PAW) = mz(wwo, 43). 4%). 
Then p, is a measurable function on G, and from (2.11) we see that for 
almost every X, y 
in Case L m,(x, Y) = PAY -‘x)7 
in Case R 4(x, y)=p,(xy~‘)4y-‘). 
(2.12) 
This fact and (2.10) imply that for almost every w  E Go we have 
in Case L P*W’) =pz(w), 
in Case R PAW-‘) =p,(w)d(w). 
(2.13) 
From (2.12), (2.10), and (2.8) we can see that pZ~L2(G,,). Defining pZ to 
be 0 on G\G, and using (2.9) and (2.10) we arrive at the following stage: 
For any z from the open right half-plane of C we have a function 
pZ~ L’(G) which vanishes outside Go, satisfies (2.13) and in Case L, 
P2(z) f =f * p,, while in Case R, P*(z) f =p, *f, for all f E L*(G); we also 
have pr =z. 
2.8. LEMMA. For t > 0 we have dz,/dHaar =pt and hence p, > 0, f pf < 1. 
ProoJ Writing R,(I) = (1 - A-‘L*)-‘, we know that R*(l) f = Ro(l)J 
for f E C,“(G). We assert that this is true for any f E C,(G) n L*(G). Fix 
such an f and E > 0. Since for any compact K one can find a Ic/ E C,“(G) 
such that 0~ $ < 1 and Ic/ = 1 on K, we obtain an f, = $ .f satisfying 
11 fi -f I/ cc, )I fi -f /I2 < &/2. Then by applying a “regularization at 6” (see 
1.6) we have a function fi = qn *f, such that f2 E CT(G) and 11 f2 -f I( oo, 
II fi -f II 2 < E. Since these norms define stronger topologies than the weak* 
topology of distributions, and even the latter is Hausdorff, we get 
RAA)f = Ro(n)f: 
Thus both R2(l) and R,,(A) map C,(G) n L*(G) into itself, and hence 
Rz(n/t)“f = Ro(n/t)“f for any t > 0, n = 1,2, . . . and f E C,(G). Using Hille’s 
formula (R(n/t)” + P(t) in the strong topology) and the presence of a 
weaker Hausdorff topology we obtain P*(t) f = PO(t) f for t z=- 0 and 
f E C,(G). Then observe that for such an f the function p, *f (Case R) or 
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f * pt (Case L) is continuous, thus we can evaluate it at 1 and (2.13) 
completes the proof. 
2.9. LEMMA. pt+s =p, * pS for t, s > 0, and therefore pI is continuous on 
G. There is a measurable function a(t, x) on (0, + co) x G such that 
a(t,.)=prfor almost every t and a(t,x)=O zfx$G,. 
Remark. We shall see later thatp,(x) is actually analytic on (0, + co) x G. 
Proof Since p(, pS E L’(G) by Lemma 2.8, we have for any f~ C,(G) 
that 
(P, *p,) *f=Pt * (PS *f) = Po(t)P,(s)f= Po(t + s)f=p,+, *f 
in Case R, and similarly, f * (p, * p,) =f * pr + s in Case L. These convolu- 
tions are continuous, and evaluating them at 1, we get pt+s =pt * p,. This 
implies plfs= P,(t)p,EC”(G) (see 2.7), and t +P,+~ is a continuous 
function from [0, + co) to L2(G,). Hence we obtain a measurable a(t, x) at 
least on [s, + 01)) x G, (see 1.7(a)). Then construct a(t, x) separately on 
[l/n, l/(n - 1)) x Go, and define it to be 0 outside G,. 
2.10. LEMMA. dp,/d Haar = rl, where rA(x) = I SO+30 e-“a(t, x) dt (with 
the function a(t, x) from 2.9) for any I. > 0. 
Proof. Applying the usual Laplace transformation to the semigroup P, 
and using the continuity of Dirac’s 6 on C,(G), we obtain 
for any f  E C,(G). The function b( t, x) = ee’“a( t, x) is non-negative, measur- 
able, and successive integration yields (by Lemma 2.8): j (j b(t, x) dx) dt < 
A-‘. Thus we can apply Fubini’s theorem to b on (0, + co) x Go. Hence rl 
is a measurable function and b is integrable. Another application of 
Fubini’s theorem completes the proof. 
2.11. THEOREM. Let 1 <p< + co, A be the closure of A,nA, as an 
operator in LP(G) and set P,(t)f:=p,*f in CaseR and Pp(t)f:=f*p, in 
Case L for any f  E LP(G). Then P, is a strongly continuous semigroup of 
contractions on LP(G) and A is its generator. 
Remark. We shall see later (in 3.7) that A = A,. 
Proof We infer by the previous lemma that rI satisfies (2.13), and 
hence convolution by rl from the left (Case R) or from the right (Case L) 
equals R,(1) on C,(G) and defines a contraction R,(I) on LP(G) (see 1.6). 
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This notation is in accordance with the other definition of R*(A) as we shall 
see. C,(G)nLP(G) is dense in LP(G), hence R,(A) is the closure of 
R,(4 I Co(G) n UP(G) and the latter equals (1 -%-l(A,nA,))-‘. Thus 
R,(l)= (1 -I-‘A)-’ (the closability of A,n AP follows from the closed- 
ness of A,), and the Hille-Yosida theorem applies. Denote the semigroup 
by era for the moment, then elAf= lim, _ o. R,(n/t)“fand C,(G) n LP(G) is 
invariant for R,(A), therefore efAf= PO( t)f for any f~ C,(G) n LP(G). 
Observing that P,(t) is a contraction (cf. (2.13) and 1.6) we can see 
e ‘A = Pp( t). 
The compatibility of the two definitions of R,(I) follows from A c L*, 
for this implies (1 -A-‘A))‘~(1 -A-‘L*)-‘, while even the operator on 
the left is defined everywhere. 
2.12. PROPOSITION. spt= 1 =Sr&V any t>o, A>O. 
Proof. We know that P, and rl are non-negative functions whose 
integral <l. Because of P~+~=P,*P~, we have jpt+,6Jpz, and so 
j p, < 1 for one t would imply s rl < 1 for all A by Lemma 2.10. Thus it is 
enough to prove that j rl = 1. Fix a A> 0 and let c = f rA. Then 
jR,Wf=c.jf f or all f~ L’(G), in particular, for any f = (1 - A -‘.4) g 
withgEC~(G).ButthenR,(l)f=gandhenceSg=c.S(l-~-’/l)g;i.e., 
( 1 - c) f g = -cl ~ r f Ag for any g E C:(G). Here the right-hand side is 0 
(because if h E C,“(G) is such that h = 1 on a neighborhood of supp g then 
fAg=(Ag,h)=(g,Ah)=O); th erefore choosing a g with i g > 0, we 
obtain 1 - c = 0. 
Remark. In Case R the above proposition is stated in [Hull but the 
proof is wrong there. 
2.13. The Crucial Estimate 
Fix a scalar product on the Lie algebra g of G and denote the corre- 
sponding norm on g by I/ .I/. Let 1x1 denote the corresponding left invariant 
distance of x from 1, i.e., 
l-4 = inf J: llv(~)-‘lj(~)ll 4 
y: [0, 11 H G Cl-curve with y(O) = 1, y( 1) =x 
or let 1x1 denote the corresponding right invariant distance (any of them 
works in both Cases L and R). 
Our goal is to find a good upper estimate for J pl(x)eSIXi dx as a function 
of positive t, s (in particular, we assert that pt(x)eSIxI is integrable). Our 
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method is the same as that of [Hull, though in [Hull just a special case 
of Case R is treated (and we worked hard to establish the necessary 
lemmas in the more general case) and, furthermore, a minor step is over- 
looked there. 
First observe that 
lexp ul 6 II4 forany veg (2.14) 
(here exp denotes the exponential mapping from g to G), since the length 
of the curve y(t) = exp tu equals Ilull. 
Heuristically, (2.14) leads to I/fe”“‘I d c .s2. eslXl, while 
f 
s 
p,(x)esIx’ dx = j &,(x) . esixl dx = j p,(x) AeSlxl dx 
and, hence, 
s p,(x)esIxI dx 6 ers2’. s p,,(x)estxI dx, 
where ‘p,(x) dx” is Dirac’s delta at 1. The nuisance is that all of this is not 
quite true (AeslXl has a singularity at 1 ), while some technicalities are 
required when passing /i from P, to estX’. We shall use four regularizations, 
among which the one dealing with the singularity of /le”~‘I will be delicate. 
So let m be a positive integer, (Pi be a “regularization at Dirac’s 6,” It/k 
a “regularization at co” (“left type” in Case L, “right type” in Case R; see 
1.6 for the construction of (Pi and tik), and let f~ CF(G,,) be real and 
otherwise arbitrary for the time being. Playing with f will be the delicate 
step. Let 
F(t) = F(m, n, k, f, t) := jGo Pl(t)cp,(x) . $Jx) .ehcx) dx, 
where h = q *fin Case L and h =f * q in Case R with q(x) = (s 1x1) A m for 
x E Go (s > 0 is fixed in these regularizations). The “right order” will be 
lim ( lim ( lim F(t))). 
m+m n-m k-m 
First examine the first and second derivatives of h on G,. Let u E g and 
XEG~, then 
uru-* q)(x) = p. j f(Y) q(y-lexp(-zu)x)-qty~‘x) 4 
Z 
(the smoothness of h follows from f~ C<?(G,) because q is locally 
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integrable). Now y-’ exp( -zu) = exp( -z Ad(y;‘)~)y~’ and q has the 
property that Iq(ab)-q(b)1 <s Ial, so we can infer by (2.14) that 
in Case R Ioh a3.j If(~)l. IIA4yp’)41 4~. (2.15) 
By the same reasoning, but using lq(ba)-q(b)1 6s lal, we get that 
in Case L Iu,hl ds. I IfW’)I . IIAdW’bll dy. (2.16) 
Since invariant differentiation commutes with convolution from the corre- 
sponding side, we obtain from (2.15) and (2.16) that for any a, beg: 
in Case R la,b,hl d s. i Ib,f(y)l . IIAdb-‘)all dy 
(2.17) 
in Case L la,b,hl d s. I P,fW’)l . IIAdW1)~ll 4. 
It follows from (2.15)-(2.17) that for any differential operator D which is 
left invariant in Case L and right invariant in Case R, and which is at most 
of second order, there is a constant C, depending on the operator, on f 
and s such that 
lDehl < C,.eh. (2.18) 
We shall need the accurate information of (2.15k(2.17) to estimate C, in 
the end. 
Since h is bounded, each Deb in (2.18) is bounded and therefore 
/i($,eh) + Aeh locally uniformly on G, and under a bound when k + 00 
(cf. 1.6). Thus, using that Pl(t)qp, is integrable, we obtain 
H := AP,(t)cp, .t,hk 
s 
.eh= jP,(r)cp,.A($,eh)-+ jP,(t)cp;Aeh 
if k-, co (we have used that Pi(t)cp, is smooth). Hence by (2.18) we have 
Ilim,+ m HI < C, .F,(t), where F,(t) = J P,(t)cp, .e”. Then observe that 
q,,~9(&n/i,) and hence (d/df)P,(t)cp,=/1P,(t)cp, for te [0, +co) in 
the L’-topology by Theorem 2.11; this and the boundedness of eh imply 
(d/dt)F,(t)=SnP,(t)cp;eh=lim,,,H, so we can see that 
I I 1 F,(t) < c, . F,(t). 
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Since F, is real, we can write (d/df)(ePCA’F,(t)) 60 and thus 
F,(t) < eCn’ . F,(O). (2.19) 
Since pt E L’(G) (by Lemma 2.8) for any t > 0, we have p, * (Pi, (P” * pr +pr 
in L’(G) and hence (e” being bounded) for t > 0 
E;(t) := Firn, F,(t) = j p, .eh. 
On the other hand, F*(O) = lim,, a, rp,, . eh = eh(‘), for h is continuous at 
1. Thus we have the estimate 
s 
F,(t)<exp(h(l)+C,t). (2.20) 
From now on we make the restriction on f that f> 0. Then writing 
a(x) = s 1x1 and 
Case L Case R 
p=a*f or f*a, 
we see that p is the supremum of the increasing sequence of h’s when 
m + co. Then (by Beppo Levy’s theorem) (2.20) yields the integrability of 
pt. ep and the estimate 
s pt . ep G exp(p( 1) + C, t). (2.21) 
Now we want to replace p by s (xl, and for this we should choose a good 
f, but C, .also depends on f, so it is important to be careful in this choice. 
The method we follow seems natural for a general Lie group, but possibly 
for special groups one can find some better f and thereby obtain more 
precise estimates from (2.21) than we do. 
Fix a closed ball V around 0 in the Lie algebra g such that V is included 
in a logarithmic chart, i.e., the expontial mapping is diffeomorphic on a 
neighborhood of V. Fix a non-negative smooth functionf, on g such that 
suppf, c V and let f,(exp u) = b” -f,(bu) on exp V and 0 otherwise, where 
b 2 1 real, and n is the dimension of G. Introduce the following constants: 
r is the radius of V, 
A i, A2 are the minimum and maximum of d Haar/dil on V, where A 
is the Lebesgue measure associated with the fixed scalar product on g; 
M=jf,dk Ml =~fd~)~ll4 d4u); N= j Ilgradfoll & 
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in Case L, K = max,, y l18z@(v, O)ll and in Case R, K = 
max,, y 118, @(O, o)ll, where @ denotes the multiplication in logarithmic 
coordinates and II . II stands for the operator norm over g; 
J=max,.. IIWexp u)ll. 
Note that if G, is Abelian then A i = A, and K = 1 = J, so these constants 
measure in some sense “how non-commutative” G, is. 
In CaseL ~~~)=~~l~~lf~~~~‘)~~~~~~~I~l-I~l)f~~~~’)~~ and, 
applying the substitution y = exp( -v/b), we obtain 
,o(x)>s.(MA, 1x1 -M,A,b-‘) and p(l)QsM,A,b&‘. 
In Case R, p(x) = [ fb(y)s I yP ‘xl dy and the estimates above follow in the 
same way. Find an estimate for C,. If /i = xi Xi Yi + 1, Z, with invariant 
vector fields 1, Y, Z then 
A@ = eh .
L C(XiYih+Xjh.Yih)+CZjh . ; ) 
Denoting the corresponding elements in g by xi, yi, zj we obtain from 
(2.15~(2.17) that 
CA GC IIXiII . IIyiII . (JKNA,sb + [JMA,s]*) + C ll~jll .JMA,s. 
Collecting our estimates we arrive at 
I p,(x)eMa’s’x’ dx<exp(C,sb-‘+C,st+C,s2t+C,bst) (2.22) 
for any b 2 1, where C, = 2M,A2 and, using the notations A,, = 
Ci llxill . IlYill and B,=Cj llz~ll, Cz= JMAzB,, C3=(JMA2)2An, and 
C, = JKNA, A,,. It is easy to check that the best possible choice for b is 
b = 1 v ,,/m. On the other hand, considering MA,s as new s, we can 
simplify the expression. The final result is the following: 
We have three constants J, K, and H := A,/A, measuring the “non- 
Abelianness” of G, on V; two constants A,,, B, measuring the “largeness” of 
A; and the constants N, := N/M and N, := 2M, JM depending on fo, so the 
best possible values of N, and N, ultimately depend on the radius r and the 
dimension n. With these constants for small t (namely, if t < N,/JKN, A,,) we 
have 
s p,(x)eSIX’ dx<exp(2H,/m-s,/ri+ JHB, .st+ (JH)‘A, .s2t) 
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while for all t the following holds: 
s 
p,(x)eSIX’ dx<exp(HN,~s+JH(B,,+KN,A,,)~st+(.lH)*A,,~s*t). 
Remark. If A is the customary Laplacian operator on R” then 
p,(x) = (2 fi))” exp( - Ixl’/4t) and hence in this case 
s 
m  
p,(x)eAi”l dx=n-“‘*.rsnP1. 
s rnP1 exp(-r* +2s& r) dr, 0 
where (T,_ I = 2(7r”‘2/r(n/2)) is the area of the unit surface S,- i. Now 
r* - 2s fi r = (r-s ,,&)’ - s*t and so we can see that 
s p,(x)esIx’ dx = exp(s2t). ~./rj,i;(z+s,;)“le~‘2dz. 
This indicates the sharpness of our method for general Lie groups. The 
crudest step was the estimate of C,,, and if one can compute it (or at least 
estimate more precisely) for some Lie group then the constants in our 
theorem can be improved. 
3. FURTHER INVESTIGATION OF THE HEAT KERNELS 
3.1. The Heat Kernel 
Identify g(R x G) with C,?(R x G) as usual, i.e., through the smooth 
measure dt dx, where dt is the Lebesgue measure on R and dx is our fixed 
left Haar measure on G. We denote by D+ the dual of the differential 
operator D as realized in this identification, so if cp, tj are smooth functions 
on R x G and one of them is compactly supported then s Dep. + = 
jv.D+II/. 
For the moment denote by u the locally integrable function which equals 
the function a(t, x) from Lemma 2.9 if t > 0 and vanishes for t d 0. Consider 
u as a distribution and infer by Fubini’s theorem that 
(u.(P)=~~~~~(P(I.~)PI(X)~X~~ (3.1) 
for any cp E CF(R x G) (here (., .) is used in the sense of distributions, so 
it is complex linear in both variables). Writing ul( t, x) = u( -t, x) we assert 
that 
and (-i--,>,,=& (3.2) 
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where 6 is the distribution (6, cp) := ~(0, 1). Indeed, writing q,(x) = 
cp(t, x), we have jG Acp, .pr = (cp,, (d/dt)p,) for t > 0 in the Hilbert space 
L*(G) (use the results of 2.7 and 2.9); while clearly (dq/at)(t, .) in the 
classical sense is the same as (d/dt)cpt in the L*-topology, for cp is smooth 
and compactly supported. Hence, using the facts that A + = A and 
(a/&)+ = -a/at, we obtain that 
Then observe that t + qr is continuous with respect to the topology of 
C,(G) and, in turn, so are the functions t + P,(t)q,, t -+ Po(t)cp_, for t 20 
(we have used that the operators P,,(t) are uniformly bounded). But we 
know that (cp,, p,) = P,(t)cp,(l) and (3.2) is proved. 
Then u is actually a smooth function on (R x G)\{ (0, 1)) (see 1.4). We 
assert that this function equals p,(x) for all positive t (not just for almost 
every t). Indeed, if (PE C,“(R) and II/ E C:(G) then the function 
f(t) = J 46 x)ll/(x) d x is continuous for t >O by the continuity of U, the 
function f,(t) =J p,(x)ll/(x) d x is continuous for t > 0 because fi( t) = 
P,Jt)$(l), while 1: cp(t)f(t) dt = 1: cp(t)f,(t) dt. Therefore the function 
f-f1 vanishes for all positive t, and this is true for all II/, i.e., u(t, .) =p,. 
The invariance of A and (3.2) imply that for any cp E CF(R x G) the 
smooth function h = u * 40 in Case R or h = cp * u in Case L satisfies 
ah/at-Ah = cp, while h, = n1 * cp (or hl = cp * u,) satisfies -ah,/& - Ah, = cp 
(cf. 1.6). We have arrived at the following theorem. 
3.2. THEOREM. Setting p,(x) = 0 for t 6 0 we have that p,(x) is a smooth 
solution of the heat equation on (R x G)\ { (0, l)}. In Case R set 
Mt, x; z, 5)=P,-,(xr-‘)~(5-‘)=p~~~(~x-‘)d(x’), (3.3) 
while in Case L set 
(3.4) 
Then K is a non-negative smooth function on the set {(z,, Z*)E (R x G) x 
(Rx G); z1 # z,), it is locally integrable on (RX G) x (RX G), and it is a 
“nice” heat kernel in the following sense: 
(4 h(x)=.lixG K(x, y)cp( y) dy is a smooth solution of ah/at - Ah = rp 
for any cp E C,“(R x G); 
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(b) for feC,(G) we have jcK(t,x;~, t)f(<)d<=P,(t-~)f-+f in 
C,(G) and in LP(G)for l<p< +cc when t+z+O. 
Furthermore, the kernel K’(t, x; z, 5) := K(t, x; t, [) satisfies the analogue of 
(a) for the adjoint equation -ah/& - Ah = cp. 
3.3. Continuation of the Heat Kernel to Complex Space Variable 
By Eidelman’s theorem (see 1.4) p, is an analytic function of x; 
moreover, if (U, cp) is a chart of G and V is a compact in R x rp( U) such 
that either 1 $ U or (0, cp( 1)) 4 V then there is an r0 > 0 such that pt 0 cp ~ ’ 
continues holomorphically onto the set {(t, z); z E C”, (t, Re z) E V, 
j[Im zll < r,,} and the continuation remains smooth in the corresponding 
2n + 1 real variables. 
This theorem ‘and the “smeared-out” Poisson formula (see 1.3) will 
enable us to control the derivatives of pr. The idea can be found in [Nell 
and, according to that author, is due to L. Girding. But Nelson, unfor- 
tunately, “overlooked a side of the rectangle” and nobody has seemed to 
notice this serious gap ever since. 
Fix a chart (U, cp) of G around 1 such that cp( 1) = 0 and choose open 
sets B,, B,, B, in G such that & is compact, Kc B,, Fc B,, 1 E B,, and -- 
in Case R, B, . B, ~’ c U, while in Case L, Kp1 .K c U. Then choose 
0 < t, < t, < t, and a smooth function $ E C,“(R x G) such that 
supp$c(-t,,t,)xB,and$=lontheset [-lt,,t,]x?&.Nowsuppose 
that we have a distribution u on a neighborhood of C-t,, t3] x K which 
is a solution of the heat equation there. Then, according to the “smeared- 
out” Poisson formula and Theorem 3.2, u is a smooth function and for 
ITI <t,, 5 E B, we have 
u(t, 5) = j",, jq u(t, xl (-;- 4) CK'(t> xi T> 4:) 
. (1 - $( t, x))] dx dt. (3.5) 
Since K’ = 0 for t 2 r and II/ = 1 for (t, x) E ( - tZ, t2) x B,, the integration 
can be restricted to the “U-shaped region” IV= (C-t,, t] x &)\(( - t,, t] 
x B2) (the “sides” of this region were overlooked by Nelson, who counted 
only the “base”). 
Restrict (r, t) to [-ti, tr] x B,; then for any (t, X)E W we have 
-- 
(z-t,tx-‘)~([t,-t,,t,+t,]~B,.B,~’) 
u([O,t,+t,]xB;~(B;\B,)-‘). (3.6) 
The right-hand side of this formula forms another U-shaped region, and 
we denote by V the image of this compact when we apply q in the space 
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variable. Then we obtain a certain radius of continuation r0 for this V as 
was explained in the beginning of this subsection. Choose an rl < rO, then 
for IIIrn 211 <r, the continuation will be bounded. The operation 
x, r + tx ~ ’ is analytic, hence the same operation in the coordinates 
provided by the chart cp continues holomorphically in the variable 5 into 
some open subset of C”; denote this continuation by the symbol ix-‘. Find 
an R > 0 so that the assumption max,, I,,,,,n I[,1 <R imply IIIm([x-‘)/I 6 r, 
for XE?& and Re(jx-‘)Ecp(B,S’) for XES with the two sets S=& and 
S = g\ B,. The foregoing argument pertains to Case R; in Case L apply 
the analogous argument using <-lx and i-*x. Then introducing the 
constant 
(t3X)E([-t~, tllxB;)\((-t,, t,)xB,), IzI <t,, ICjl <RVj 
1 
(3.7) 
(where K’ is extended to complex values of the fourth variable through 
(3.3) or (3.4)) we obtain from (3.5) that 
Iu(T, p-‘(i))1 <M.lw lu(t, x)l dxdt if 
ITI 6 t,, iEC” with max lljl d R (3.8) 
i 
and ~=(C-~~,ZIX~)\((--~Z,ZIXB~), 
where we denote by u( ., cp - ‘( .)) the continuation of u by (3.5), which is 
holomorphic in [ (the proof of the latter fact is a complex differentiation 
under the integral sign, which is permitted because this is an integral of a 
smooth function over a compact). 
Then observe that if we set u(t, x) =p,+ Jxx,,) in Case R or u(t, x) = 
pt+,,,(xOx) in Case L then we obtain a solution of the heat equation around 
the set C-t,, t,] x & if to > t, or if x;’ $8;. Thus we have proved the 
following theorem. 
3.4. THEOREM. For any d > 0 and K “small” compact neighborhood of 1 
in G (it is enough that K be coverable by a chart (U, cp)) there exist positive 
constants A4 and R such that for (to, x,,)E ((0, + co) x G)\((O, d] x K) the 
function a(5) defined by a([)=p,O(cpP1(c)xO) in Case R and by 
a(i) =p,(x,cp-l(c)) in Case L continues holomorphically onto the polydisc 
with radius R and for the continuation we have in Case R 
Ia( GM~4xo)-’ .~,~~~jx,.~,p,(x)dxdt (3.9) 
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and in Case L 
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(3.10) 
Remark. It follows from Eidelman’s results that a positive radius of 
convergence is maintained even at the singularity (0, 1) but the continua- 
tion is no longer bounded. 
3.5. Estimates for the Derivatives of the Heat Kernel 
Fix a basis II,, . . . . u, of the Lie algebra g of G and for m = (m,, . . . . mk) E nk 
set Irnl =k, 
We shall prove various estimates for the functions 0: pI and 0: p,. For 
convenience we change the notation of (3.11) into 
D”‘=D;, E”‘=Dy in Case R, 
(3.12) 
D”‘=Dy, E”=D; in Case L. 
First observe that by 1.7(d) we have a constant C depending only on the 
chart cp such that 
(3.13) 
where a([) is taken from Theorem 3.4 (we have used the invariance of 0”). 
This in turn implies by Theorem 3.4 and by Cauchy’s formula that for 
(to. x0)$(0, d] x K we have 
lD”~,,,(x,)l G (CR-‘)“” .S(t,, xc,), (3.14) 
where S(t,, x0) is the right-hand side of formulas (3.9) or (3.10), respec- 
tively. On the other hand, by 1.7(c) we have constants /?r, yr, &, yz, . . . 
such that 
IE’PAx)l G B,,, =dylml . I-4 1. ,my:~m, ID”h(4L (3.15) 
where 1x1 is the fixed distace introduced in Subsection 2.13. 
Find estimates for S(t, x). We shall seek estimates for the expressions 
B(s, t) = J S(t, x)e ‘IX’ dx and for S(t, x) itself. Recall from 2.13 that for any 
positive t we have an estimate of the form 
5 p,(y)e”“’ dy < exp(M,s*t + M,st + M,s), 
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while for small t we have 
s p,(yW dy d exp(M,s2t + M,st + M,s&) 
with certain non-negative constants M,, . . . . M,; the constant M, is 
necessarily positive. Then for c > d we obtain by Fubini’s theorem that 
B(s, t) < Md.exp(M,s*t + M,st + M,s) .J‘ es’“’ dx, (3.16) 
KI 
where K, = K i in Case R and K, = K in Case L (we have used that the 
estimate from 2.13 increases with t and the fact that IxP’I = 1x1). For t <d 
we should replace B,(s,t) = JG,K S(t, x)eS’*’ dx instead of B(s, t) in (3.16) 
and in this case the factor d can be improved to t. 
To estimate S(t, x) we first find an estimate for 
F(r, s, t) = 
1’ 
p,(x)e”” dx, 
Go\ G, 
where G, = {x E Go ; 1x1 <r}. Clearly, F(r, s + 6, t) 2 ebr .F(r, s, t) for all 
b 20. On the other hand, F(r, s+ b, t) <j P,(x)e(S+b)lxl dx which is 
estimated by the results of 2.13. If we use the general estimate (i.e., which 
holds for any t) then the best b equals ((r - M,)/2M, t - M,/2M, -s) v 0. 
For small t, when we can use the other estimate, the best b is 
(r/2M, t - M,/2M, fi - M,/2M1 - s) v 0. In both cases replacing the 
term M,s’t by M,(s2 - b2) t (with the best b above) in the exponents in 
2.13 we obtain estimates for F(r, s, t). These estimates are interesting when 
r is much larger than t, ts and (for large or small t, respectively) than M, 
orJ;. 
Now estimate S(t, x) with the help of F. For this we just need to 
consider F(r, 0, t), which has the upper bound exp( -M, b2t) with the best 
b above. In Case R we get from (3.9) that 
S(t,,x,)~M.d(x,)-‘.j” F(lx&r,,O,t)dt, 
10 d 
(3.17) 
where lo is the radius of K, i.e., r0 = supK 1x1; while in Case L (3.10) yields 
s(to, xo) < M j” F(lxol - ro, 0, t) dt. 
to - d 
(3.18) 
Denoting by b the “best b” used to estimate F(lxJ - rO, 0, t) we see that 
b fi is a decreasing function of t; therefore we can estimate the integrals 
580.93’2.I” 
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in (3.17) and (3.18) by (to A d) exp( -M, b*t,). Introduce the constants fl, 
y with which 
d(x) < p. .+ for XEG,, (3.19) 
(cf. 1.7(c)). Then we have the estimate 
S(t,x)<M’.(tAd).exp 
(IX -ro-91* 
> 4M,t ’ 
(3.20) 
if 9 < 1x1- r,,, where 9 = M, t + M, or (for small t) 9 = M,t + M, & and, 
in Case R, M’ = /I. M, y’ = y, while, in Case L, M’ = M, y’ = 0. 
Having estimated D’p, and E”p, far from the singularity (0, l), we turn 
to the problem of estimating them close to it. Here we use the chart cp and 
denote pto cp-l b y p, for brevity. Then by the theorem last discussed in 1.4 
we can find a locally integrable function v on a neighborhood of (0,O) such 
that the estimate (1.2) holds for the continuation of v and u(t, x) = 
p,(x) - v(t, x) is a solution of the heat equation on the corresponding open 
subset of R” + ‘. Hence this difference is subject to the manipulation of 
Subsection 3.3, and with suitable B,, M, etc., we have (3.8) for it. Observe 
that in this case the “base” of W can be omitted, since u vanishes for t < 0. 
Now we want to apply our former results in the present subsection 
together with the estimate (1.2) to obtain upper bounds for the right-hand 
side of (3.8). For this we choose a K which is a closed ball around 1 and 
inside B, and choose d < t2. Note that we are dealing with two pairs of 
constants M, R now, which anomaly can be removed by taking the greater 
A4 and the smaller R. We obtain that if r is small enough then u is bounded 
by A i . exp( -A, llxll ‘/t) on W with some positive constants A i, A,. 
Replacing - llxl12/t rudely by - /IRe [11*/r we get that in a suitable 
neighborhood of (0,O) in R x C” u is outweighed by an estimate of the type 
we know for 6, and so u can be neglected in what follows. 
Finally, observe that using Cauchy’s formula with radius fi (for small 
enough t’s) the estimate (1.2) implies that 
ia: 41 
Ct! 
Q Cl . t(- Id --n)/2 . (px) 2 
where 
(3.21) 
It is easy to check that f(t, x) < - C,( 1 - E)( [lx/l */t) + Cd, where E can be 
any positive number and C4 depends on E. 
Note that if x is close enough to 1 in G then Ixl/ll~(x)ll varies between 
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positive bounds (of course, in a suitable chart this number is identically 1, 
see [Hell). 
Our various estimates imply the following theorem. 
3.6. THEOREM. Using the notations D”, Em introduced by (3.11) and 
(3.12) we have positive constants ai, bi, ci, tc,, yi, Mi (for some groups the 
y’s and some of the M’s may also be 0) such that for any t > 0 and s 2 0 the 
following inequalities hold 
(a) ift>a, and IxI2c,t or tft<a, and 1x1 >c, then 
ID”p,(x)l <a,. b\“’ . exp( -B,$) 
lE”~,(x)l G +nl -exp ( 
y, , 1x1-b g . m ) =t’ 
(b) ift<a, and 1x1 <c, then 
jD”‘p,(x)l < a3 .b1;“1 . t(-lml-“)/’ .exp( -b,y) 
lE”~,b)l G +z . t(-lml -n)/2 . exp 
l-d2 ylm, _ b4 t ; 
(c) zftaa, then 
s ID”p,(x)l eslx’ dx < a4. b\*’ .exp(M,s=t + M,st + M6s) 
I IE”p,(x)l eslx’ dx < nlml .exp(M,(s+yl,l)2t+(s+yl,l).(M2t+M,)); 
(d) if t <a, then 
5 ID”p,(x)l eslxl dx < a5 . bhm’ . (t-lm”* + exp M,s) exp Mss2t 
s IEmp,(x)JeS’x’dx~rc,m,.(t-‘m”2 + exp MAs + rlml)) ev M& + Y lml)2 t. 
COROLLARY. The left as well as the right invariant derivatives of pI (in 
particular p, itselfi belong to C,(G) and also to each LP(G). 
3.7. THEOREM. The generator of the heat semigroup P, equals A, for any 
1 <p < + co; moreover, L = A Ic~(o, is dense in Ap and in A,. 
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ProoJ: Denoting the generator of P, by A we know that A c A,, and 
1 -A is surjective for all I > 0. Therefore to prove A = AP it is enough to 
show that A- AP is injective for one positive A. Now u E Ker(ll - A) means 
exactly that (u, cp) = 0 for all cp E H, := (A - A)C,“(G) because A = A +. 
Therefore the injectivity of il- A, would follow from the denseness of H, 
in Lq(G) with q = p/(p - 1) for p > 1 and from its denseness in C,(G) for 
p = 1. On the other hand, the denseness of an H, implies that (1 - 1~ ‘~5) ~ ’ 
is dense in R,(A) and R,(A), since the latter ones are continuous, and hence 
both statements of the theorem will be proved by showing that H, is dense 
in these spaces for one positive A. 
It is enough to prove that f~% for any f~ CT(G). So fix such an 
f and consider the function g =f- (A - A)($ .A) with h = R,(A)f, where 
$ E C:(G) will be suitably chosen. Since h is smooth (being the 
convolution of an integrable function with a compactly supported smooth 
function), we have (A - A)($. h) E H, and we show that g + 0 for a certain 
sequence $,, if A is larger than a constant depending only on A. 
Since (A - A)h = AL we have 
where the X?s and the Y’s are left (right) invariant differential operators, 
the X’s have no constant term. Choose a sequence rl/, such that lCln = 1-l 
on suppf for all n and X&,, + 0 locally uniformly and under a bound for 
all i (such a sequence can be constructed by the method of 1.6). Then 
11 gllP + 0 will follow from Y,h E LP(G), while llgll m + 0 from Y,h E C,(G). 
So let Y be a fixed differential operator which is left invariant in Case L 
and right invariant in Case R, and examine Yh. By 1.7(c) we have Yh = 
xi ujZjh, where the Zis are oppositely invariant and Iai( < ec”f’“‘). 
Now Zjh = Zjf * rl in Case L and Zjh = r;. * Zjf in Case R. Since 
Zjf E C,“(G), we have lujZjh( < K.p(Z,f) where, writing q(x) = 
ecixi .rl(x), p(q) = cp * q in Case L and p(p) =q * cp in Case R. Then 
observe that in Case L, 4(x-‘) = q(x). Thus Yh E C,(G) n LP(G) will follow 
from the Hausdorff-Young inequality (see 1.6) if q is integrable. We know 
that J q(x) dx = 1, JGO (17 e -ar+clXlp,(x) dt) dx, and we have a non-negative 
measurable integrand on a a-finite measure space here, so Fubini’s theorem 
is applicable even if the integral is infinite. Then we see from 2.13 that the 
condition A > M, c* + M2 c ensures the integrability of q, where MI and M, 
are the coefficients of s*t and st in 2.13. 
3.8. PROPOSITION. p,(x) > 0 for any x E G, and t > 0. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.9, p,(x)= j a(xy)b(y-‘) dy with a=ps, b=p,-, 
for any s E (0, t). Since a, b are non-negative, p,(x) = 0 would imply that b 
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vanishes almost everywhere on the set H-lx, where H= {z E G; a(z) ZO}. 
Now H is a non-empty open set because a is continuous and j a = 1; 
furthermore, Hc G,,. On the other hand, b is analytic, hence b would 
vanish on G, and thus b = 0, contradicting j b = 1. 
3.9. PROPOSITION. Let Np = Ker ,4p for 1 <p < + cc and No = Ker A,. 
Then N, and N,, consist of those functions (from LP(G) and C,(G), respec- 
tively) which are constants on the connected components of G; if Go is not 
compact then Np = { 0 } = N,. 
Prooj By Theorem 3.7 if f E Np then Pp( t) f =f for any t 2 0. Similarly, 
by 2.6, if f E No then P,(t) f =f for any t b 0. Hence the first part of the 
statement follows from Proposition 3.8 and the results mentioned in 
Subsection 1.6. 
Then the second part follows from the fact that if Go is not compact then 
its volume is infinite (see 1.7(b)). 
3.10. The Behavior of p, When t -+ + 00 
Since pI E C,(G,) for any t by the corollary of Theorem 3.6, we have 
P f+s = P,(s)p, by Lemma 2.9. Thus from the Hausdorff-Young inequality 
(see 1.6) we obtain that ((pI+,(( m < l(pI(( a; and “=” for a positive s only 
if p, is constant on Go (by Proposition 3.8). The latter case only occurs 
trivially (i.e., for discrete G) because it implies pS+ f =pr for all s > 0, 
and hence ecS+r)n2 = e”* from which by spectral theory we get A, = 0 
and use Proposition 3.9. So max pt is strictly decreasing if G is not 
discrete. Find its limit. In Case L we have p,(x) = (Lx-l pfpS, p,), while 
in Case R, p,(x)= (L,-I~,~,, p,.A) (it follows from Theorem 3.6 that 
P,~. A E L*(G)). Write M= ((p,(( 2 in Case L and M= ((p,. A (I2 in Case R; 
then 
pt(x)6M.Ilp,_,ll,=M.IIP,(t-2s)p,I12=M. 
( 
/e2(r~2S)zdEp~(z) “* 
> 
where E is the spectral resolution of AZ. Apply Lebesgue’s theorem to 
the integral: when t + + cc then it tends to EJ (0)) = IlQp,II i, where 
Q = E( (0)) is the projection onto Ker A,. This is zero if Go is not compact 
(see Proposition 3.9). 
If G, is compact then A = 1 on G, and hence M = llp,il z in Case R, too, 
so we have in this case 
lim max pt< IIPJ~~ IIQPJ~ for any s > 0. (3.22) I- +m 
Assume that our Haar measure is such that the volume of G, equals 1. 
Then for f E L2(G0) we have WE L*(G,) and Q/(x) = s f for any x E Go (by 
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Proposition 3.9). Hence QpS = 1, for all s and IlQpSJ2 = 1. On the other 
hand, 
lim IIP~II~= lim II~z(~-~o)~sol12= IIQP,~~~ s- +cc s-cc 
by the same reasoning as above, hence from (3.22) we obtain 
lim maxp, < 1. 
1- +m 
(3.23) 
We shall prove that pt -+ 1 uniformly on Go. Let E > 0. Then by (3.23) we 
have a to such that P, < 1 + E for t > t,. On the other hand, f pt = 1 and pt 
vanishes outside Go. Therefore the volume of the set where pr d 1 - & is 
< &. This implies p 2t =p, *p, 2 (1 - 2 &)( 1 - 4)’ (we have used the 
fact that G, is unimodular). Collect our results into a theorem. 
3.11. THEOREM. Maxp, strictly decreases when t increases unless G is 
discrete; if G,, is not compact then lim,, +a, llp,ll co = 0, while if G, is 
compact and the Haar measure is normalized (i.e., the volume of G,, equals 1) 
then lim,, +m IlPt - 1G,llm = 0. 
3.12. THEOREM. The resolvent kernel rl is a positive analytic function on 
G,\(l) for any ,l>O. 
Proof. Let X~E G,, x,# 1, and a,([) be the same as in 3.3, i.e., the 
continuation of pt,(xOx) or pr,,(xxO) into the complex domain. Then we 
obtain from (3.5) a compact Vc R x G, a polydisc D around 0 in C”, and 
a smooth kernel k around Vx D such that 
a,,(i)=JvPto+r (x)Wt, x, 0 dx dt 
for [ED, and these objects V, D, k can be chosen independent of to (but 
depending on x0). Fix a positive A and set 
h(c) = A /Oe e-“‘a,(c) ds. 
Now if i is real then we have by Lemma 2.10 that r,(x,cp-‘(0) (in Case L) 
or rA(cp-‘(c)x,,) (in Case R) equals h(i) . Then write the integral expression 
of a, into that of h, and use the fact k is smooth around the compact Vx D 
and lIpIll, = 1 to check the possibility of differentiating under the integral 
sign. Thus h is holomorphic and rl is analytic around x0. 
For real i we obtain h(C) > 0 by Proposition 3.8. 
Remark. If dim G < 1 then rl is continuous at 1, while for dim G 2 2 we 
have lim x+lr,dx)= +a 
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The latter statement can be deduced from lower estimates of p,( 1). We 
obtain these from the observations pz,( 1) = J p:(x) dx in Case L, pz,( 1) = 
j pf(x)d(x) dx in Case R and from the estimates on jGO,G,~, (from 
Subsection 3.5). These imply that a large part of l pt is concentrated on a 
ball with radius constant times fi for small t and using the Schwarz 
inequality we eventually get a constant K such that p,( 1) 2 K. 2~“‘~ for 
small t, where n = dim G. Now rA is the supremum of the continuous 
functions h,(x) = 11,” e -“pr(x) dt and since supE h,(l) = + 00, we have 
lim x-1 rL(x) = + co. The continuity of h, follows by the same reasoning as 
in the proof of the theorem; in fact, we get that h, is analytic on G. The 
continuity of r1 for PI < 1 can be obtained in this way, too (observe that 
pz,( 1) = lip,\\; = max p2, in Case L, hence in any case if Go is Abelian). 
3.13. Analyticity with Respect to Time Variable 
Denote by D the half-plane {z E C; Re z > O}. We constructed in 
Subsection 2.7 square integrable functions pz for each z E D such that the 
convolution from the corresponding side realizes Pz(z) = ezA2. Now analyze 
further this “heat kernel at complex time.” 
First we show that pz, +i2 =pzl *pz2. Recall that (by Fubini’s theorem) 
the associative law ((f* g) * h)(x) = (f* (g * h))(x) follows for a certain x 
if the function f(xy)g(y-‘w)h(w-‘) is (y, w)-integrable (which also 
implies the existence off* g and g * h almost everywhere). Now in Case L 
we want to apply this with f~ C,(G), g =p,, , and h =pz2, while in Case R 
with f = P,, , g = pz2, and h E C,(G). Case L is the easier because p,,(x) and 
p,,(x-‘) =p,,(x) are square integrable then (we have used formula (2.13)). 
In Case R we obtain from (2.13) that 
s Ip,(x)l* dx= j lpzW1)12 d(x-‘J2 dx=j Ipz(x)l’4x) dx, 
and hence pz. & is square integrable and (p, . ,,&)(x- ‘) = (p, . A)(x). 
Write fi = pzl . Jd and gl=pzz . Jd, then f,, g, E L’(G) and 
f(xy)g(y-‘w)h(w-‘) = ,,6(w-‘x-‘)fi(xy)gl(w~‘y)h(w’) which is 
(y, w)-integrable (for h is compactly supported). 
Thus we have pz, + i2 = p;, * pz2 and hence 
Pz+q = P2(z) P;,. (3.24) 
This implies that pz is a smooth function, because B?(e’“‘) lies in 
fizz, 9(/i;) (cf. 1.5). The square integrabilities discussed above ensure that 
the convolution pz, * pzl yields a continuous function pointwise, and hence 
by (3.24) and (2.13) we have in Case L 
Pz + z, + i2 (xl = <P2(z) P;,, Lp;?) (3.25) 
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and in Case R if z2 is such that A .pz2 E L2(G) then 
Pz + z, + z2 (xl = <J’2(z) pz, 9 L,(A .p,,) >. (3.26) 
Now let z2 = t real, then certainly A .pt E L2(G) by Theorem 3.6. Hence in 
both cases, 
P Z+;,+t(x)= (P2(Z)PZ,?LV) with v E L2(G) (3.27) 
(in Case L, v=p,; in Case R, v= A .p,). Formula (3.27) implies 
immediately that p,(x) is holomorphic in z for any fixed x. We want to 
show that it is also jointly analytic on D x G. 
This could be proved in several ways; we shall prove that the mapping 
x + L,v is analytic from G into L2(G) and then the statement follows from 
(3.27). Since the multiplication of G is analytic, it is enough to consider x’s 
around 1. In Case R, A(x)L,v(y)=p,(x-‘y)A(y), while in Case L, 
L,u(y)=p,(x-‘y)=p,(y-‘x). For a fixed t >O we can continue these 
functions analytically in the variable x onto a fixed polydisc around 1 by 
Theorem 3.4 with the bound h(y) = S( t, y) A( y) or h(y) = S( t, y - ’ ), where 
S(t,, x0) is the right-hand side of formulas (3.9) or (3.10) (in Theorem 3.4), 
respectively. Denote these continuations by f(x, y), where y E G and x is in 
the polydisc. First note that f is continuous, because a little change in y 
under p, can be transferred to x (using the fact that a holomorphic function 
on the polydisc is determined by its values for real x). Incidentally, the 
same reasoning yields that f is analytic. 
We assert that the bound h belongs to L’(G). Outside a certain ball 
h(y) d e’(’ +‘l-‘) by (3.20). The closed balls are compact and p, is 
continuous, therefore (3.9) or (3.10) implies directly the boundedness of h 
in that ball. Thus h(y)2< h(y)e”(‘+‘“” with some c and then he L’(G) 
follows from (3.16). 
If one has a continuous functionf(x, y) which is holomorphic in x and 
bounded by an L2-function h(y) then x -+S(x, .) is holomorphic as an 
L’(G)-valued function (this standard result of complex analysis is proved 
by using Cauchy’s formula; it is convenient to establish continuity first. 
Incidentally, one proves the same conclusion from much weaker conditions 
using the Banach-Steinhaus theorem). So we proved the following. 
3.14. THEOREM. The function p,(x) is analytic on (0, +oo) x G and 
continues analytically onto D x G, where D is the open right half-plane in C. 
This continuation satisfies 
ezn2 =p, * in Case R, *pi in Case L 
for any z ED. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
If A is a right or left invariant Laplacian operator (i.e., real, formally 
negative, elliptic, of second order and without constant term, cf. Defini- 
tion 2.1) on a Lie group G then the operators 
A,, = ,4 n (LP(G) x LP(G)), 4 = A c--, (G(G) x G(G)) 
generate contraction semigroups P,(t) on LP(G) (1 <p < co) and PO(t) on 
C,,(G), the so-called heat semigroups. There is a positive analytic function 
p,(x) on (0, +oo)x G, such that (defining it to be 0 outside the unit 
component G,) for right invariant A we have P,(t)f=p, *f for f E LP(G) 
and P,(t)f=p, *f for f~ C,(G), while for left invariant A we have 
P(t)f=f*p,. For t ~0 set p,(x) =O. The resulting function provides a 
Green function (the “heat kernel”) by convolution on the group R x G 
from the left (Case R) or from the right (Case L) for the inhomogeneous 
heat equation (a/at - A)u =f: 
The right and the left invariant derivatives of pt belong to C,(G) n LP(G) 
and f pI = 1. The maximum of P, is a strictly decreasing function of t unless 
G is discrete. If G, is not compact then pI -+ 0 uniformly when t + + co, 
while if G, is compact an the Haar measure is normalized then P, -+ 1 
uniformly on G,. 
Denote by D the open right half-plane of C. Then p,(x) continues 
analytically onto D x G and pZ + w  =p, * p, for any z, w  E D; p,(x- ‘) =p,(x) 
if A is left invariant, p=(x-‘) =p,(x)d(x) if A is right invariant and in both 
cases pz = P;. 
For positive 1” the resolvent kernels I~ of the heat semigroups can be 
obtained by TJX) = 1.1: e -“‘p[(x) dt (then the convolution from the right 
(left) by rl inverts 1 -A-IA on LP(G) and C,(G)). These are positive 
analytic functions on G,\ { 11, while at 1 they tend to + 00 if dim G > 2. 
For one-dimensional groups (i.e., if G, = R or S’), ri. is continuous at 1. 
We have f ri = 1 for all J. > 0. 
p,(x) is smooth on (R x G)\ ((0, l)}. The behavior of p,(x) near the 
“singular plane” t =0 is controlled very well (cf. 2.13, 3.5); p,(x) retains 
the main features of its special case, the Gauss kernel (2 fi))“. 
exp( - llxll*/W 
Let U be a continuous, locally equicontinuous representation of G on a 
sequentially complete locally convex space X, and u be an exponential 
vector for U (i.e., for any continuous seminorm rt on X there be a constant 
C, such that Z( U(x)u) < ecr(i + IX’), where 1x1 is the distance of x from 1 in 
a right or left invariant Riemannian structure). In particular, if X is a 
Banach space then u can be arbitrary. Then the “smeared-out” vectors 
u,=JG,, p,(x)U(x)u dx (where we use a right invariant A) are analytic 
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vectors of U by Theorem 3.4 and by the estimate (3.16). We. have 
lim r+O U, = u by the estimate of fc,,c, p,(x)eSIX’ dx (see 3.5) and by f pt = 1. 
If X is a Banach space then a, = P(t)u, where P is a continuous semi- 
group and it can be shown that its generator is au(n) (cf. Theorem 1.4 of 
[Pou]). If a,, . ..) a, is a basis of the Lie algebra of G and H, = aU(u,) then 
by Theorem 3.6 we have the estimate 
for small positive t’s with some constants C,, C,. Almost the same 
statement is also proved in [BGJR], but we mention that there the main 
bulk of the proof is disposed of by a reference to [Ari], and the latter 
applies Eidelman’s results. 
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